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ESBCalc Portable is a freeware scientific calculator that’s not only very easy to use, but also fully portable to be used on the go.
The program’s GUI is not at all complicated if this isn’t the first scientific calculator you’re using, with all functions nicely organized
in the main window for instant access. Obviously, keyboard support is available, which means that you can do any operation
without the need for a mouse, although you may need it when using special functions such as trigonometric, hyperbolic or
logarithmic. A settings screen is included too, providing access not only to various configurable parameters, but also to three
different constants, namely gamma, gravity and speed of light. As for the options, you can tweak the display by enabling XP style
buttons and thousands separators or by changing colors. Additionally, users are allowed to enable hints that are supposed to lend
them a hand when using specific functions included in the calculator. It’s not at all a surprise, but it’s worth mentioning that
ESBCalc Portable works flawlessly on all Windows versions, obviously without the need for administrator privileges on Windows 7
workstations. Additionally, it’s fully portable, so you can copy its files on a removable drive and use it on another computer without
prior installation. All things considered, ESBCalc Portable is a very handy scientific calculator. The program’s GUI doesn’t assault
the user with complicated features, the settings screen is mostly focused on display options, while a basic help manual makes sure
you figure out how to take the most out of each feature. Version History: This version includes significant and various
improvements, most notably the inclusion of German and Italian translations, while the settings screen can now be set to show
hints for each function separately. Try ESBCalc Portable with this free download and see if you like it. ESBCalc Portable Features:
12 different functions Unlimited precision of numbers and decimal places More than 2000 settings Support for negative, zero, inf
and nan values Support for mathematical functions (sin, cos, tan, log, exp, ln, mod, pow, sqrt, ldexp, round, rint, trunc, itrunc, rem,
fmod, ldexpf, atan2, powf, powf
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ESBCalc Portable X64 (Latest)

ESBCalc Portable is a portable freeware scientific calculator that you can use on your PC without installation and that comes with a
huge collection of functions. 1.81 MB ESBCalc Portable Calculator for PC without installation Calculator Size 1.81 MB Publisher
Sourcefreeware Installe Calculator without installation in the user’s PC. Please be aware that not all the functions included are
meant to be used on your PC. They’re either dedicated to certain functions, they may not work properly if your hardware is
different than the calculator’s and so on. It’s good to know these restrictions before deciding to use a function on your PC or not.
However, the Calculator app that comes with Windows will be limited to basic operation. It’s very easy to use ESBCalc Portable on
your PC, with the user interface being similar to that of most scientific calculators on the market. Since it’s portable, there’s no
need to worry about installing, the program just needs to be copied on a portable drive and plugged in the USB port of the PC
you’re using. Of course, since it’s freeware, there’s no activation procedure to go through. If you want to use it without restriction,
just download ESBCalc Portable and use it whenever you need. The program’s creator made sure to include a detailed help manual
that includes a list of all the program’s features and a troubleshooting guide for problems that may arise. ESBCalc Portable is a
rather simple freeware scientific calculator with quite a lot of functions, including trigonometric, algebraic, logarithmic and
hyperbolic ones. It works flawlessly on any PC that runs Windows 8.1 or newer. The program’s main window is very organized, with
most functions being placed in the right-hand area of the window, with different ones being accessed by pressing the plus or minus
buttons below them. Of course, the keyboard support is handy, as users can type with the numeric keys included on their keyboard
or by using the shift keys. The plus, minus and equals buttons can be used to speed up the calculation process as well.
Interestingly, it’s possible to insert a list of equations, from which the calculator will automatically display the results
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What's New in the ESBCalc Portable?

ESBCalc Portable is a freeware scientific calculator that’s not only very easy to use, but also fully portable to be used on the go.
The program’s GUI is not at all complicated if this isn’t the first scientific calculator you’re using, with all functions nicely organized
in the main window for instant access. Obviously, keyboard support is available, which means that you can do any operation
without the need for a mouse, although you may need it when using special functions such as trigonometric, hyperbolic or
logarithmic. A settings screen is included too, providing access not only to various configurable parameters, but also to three
different constants, namely gamma, gravity and speed of light. As for the options, you can tweak the display by enabling XP style
buttons and thousands separators or by changing colors. Additionally, users are allowed to enable hints that are supposed to lend
them a hand when using specific functions included in the calculator. It’s not at all a surprise, but it’s worth mentioning that
ESBCalc Portable works flawlessly on all Windows versions, obviously without the need for administrator privileges on Windows 7
workstations. Additionally, it’s fully portable, so you can copy its files on a removable drive and use it on another computer without
prior installation. All things considered, ESBCalc Portable is a very handy scientific calculator. The program’s GUI doesn’t assault
the user with complicated features, the settings screen is mostly focused on display options, while a basic help manual makes sure
you figure out how to take the most out of each feature.... FreeDive - Fully Customizable Scientific Calculator - Beta 0.17.0
FreeDive is an advanced, 100% FREE scientific calculator, designed for Windows operating systems (Win7 and up). With easy to
use, intuitive and comprehensive user interface. It offers you all the features you need to get accurate results. EsCube --
Astrophysics, Mathematics, and Astronomy Program AstroCalc is a scientific calculator for astronomy, math, and astronomy. This
software has six different modes, including astronomy, math, astronomy calculator, astronomy.calc, astronomy.log, and
astronomy.graph. 1: Page 1: AstroCalc helps you understand the solar system, the stars, the galaxy, and the universe. It can help
you visualize almost everything in the Universe, and calculate distances, masses, density, tides, and orbits. 3: Page 3: Astronomy:
*-Calculate the orbits of the planets, and get the equation of the orbits. *-Calculate the dimensions of the Solar System
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System Requirements For ESBCalc Portable:

Windows XP: Windows Vista: Mac OS X: Vista 64-bit: Wii U: Windows Vista 64-bit: Wii U 32-bit: All: Wii U 64-bit: Super Smash Bros.
for Nintendo 3DS Nintendo 64 PAL Tear-Down Battle Team up with friends for exciting online multiplayer Nintendo DS
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